Whittaker Hall

Whittaker Hall Measurements
Main Body of the Hall
Stage
Stage into and across apse

Metric
16.5 x 21m
10 x 3.85m
5.1 x 9m

Imperial
54.13 x 68.89ft
32.8 x 12.63ft
16.72 x 29.52ft

About the Whittaker Hall
Since re-opening as Guernsey’s Concert and Assembly Hall, the former church of St James the Less
has played host to a wide variety of events, both private and public, including concerts, exhibitions,
demonstrations, fashion shows, training, dinners, dances, wedding receptions, vins d’honneurs,
conferences, wedding fayres, seminars, audio-visual presentations, meetings and marriages. Flexible
seating allows for any number of different formats and likewise the availability of rostra enables choirs
and orchestras to adapt the stage to their specific requirements.
Instruments for hire include a fine Steinway grand piano, a 3 manual digital organ and an upright piano. Versatile lighting and a comprehensive PA system are available in-house; as are a number of
other facilities and additional items, which make the Whittaker Hall an ideal choice for any event.
As a guide only, the Hall can accommodate a maximum of 576 people in standard theatre-style or
reception format, 217 for dinners and up to 180 for wedding receptions and dinner / dances.
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Whittaker Hall Technical
Lighting
House Lighting
There are four small chandeliers and one large, which form part of the house lighting along with complimentary spot lighting in the decorative apse feature. These are controlled via a 12 channel lighting
desk through dimmers. The remainder of the house lighting is on/off controlled from the lighting box.
This consists of main ceiling and under balcony down lighters, wall mounted ‘candle’ fittings and some
strip lighting. There are four small spots dedicated to a tapestry wall at the rear of the auditorium.
Stage / Performance Lighting
The installed lighting consists of 16 x 300w parcans, two x 600w floods and six x 500w Minuette fresnels divided left and right of the stage and positioned below and above the horseshoe balcony legs.
There are two further fresnels mounted one each side of the hall at high level. The current fixed cabling provides 32 amps per side of the hall and a further 13 amps at the rear.
Sound
There is a lighting recording room at the rear of the hall at ground floor level. Additionally, there is a
sound and lighting control position in the gallery at the rear of the hall. There are 12 microphone
channels from the stage to both of these positions. Further, there are two speaker lines from the two
control positions, one to each side of the stage. There are paralleled jack sockets stage left and right,
upstairs and down and at mid down stage. The hall is fitted with a hearing aid induction loop.
In house equipment includes:
1 x Citronic PPX amplifier
1 X TOA RX212 mixer
2 x Bose 402-W speakers
1 x TOA MX-106R powered mixer
1 x CD player
2 x Bose 802-W series 2 speakers
Power
There are three 13 amp power circuits providing a total of 22 socket outlets spaced around the hall
including eight on the stage.
Safety
The hall is equipped with a fire alarm system and emergency lighting. All functions are overseen by a
Duty Manager (provided by the Management). Sufficient stewards are also required. All safety procedures are as laid down by the local authorities and in accordance with the Salle Publique licence requirements. All event set-ups have been agreed in advance of the event with the relevant authorities.
The team at St James is on hand to offer help and support for all of your event requirements.

